Re: ST Discover - Copyright/permission

Wu, Cindy
Thu 6/30/2016 4:23 PM

To: Bryan Orme <bryan@sawtoothsoftware.com>; Crutchfield, Trisha M <trisha@unc.edu>; 'Curt Pehrson' <curt@sawtoothsoftware.com>

Thank you very much for allowing us to use these data. I emailed the editor asking him to provide me with the copyright permission form, which I can attach once I receive it.

Sincerely,
Cindy Wu, M.D.
Assistant Professor
The Division of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
The University of North Carolina
7040 Burnett-Womack Building CB #7195
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
Phone: (919) 966-4446
Fax: (919) 966-3814
New Patient Appointments: (919) 843-3734
e-mail: cindy_wu@med.unc.edu
website: http://www.uncaestheticandlaser.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this electronic message is legally privileged and confidential information intended solely for the use of the individual(s) named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have reached this communication in error, please notify me immediately by telephone and return the message to me.

From: Bryan Orme <bryan@sawtoothsoftware.com>
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 3:03 PM
To: Crutchfield, Trisha M; 'Curt Pehrson'
Cc: Wu, Cindy
Subject: RE: ST Discover - Copyright/permission

No problem, we can do that for you.

--Bryan

From: Crutchfield, Trisha M [mailto:trisha@unc.edu]
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 12:43 PM
Thanks. Also, some journals may require you to fill out a form/provide them with written consent before they publish. We'll be in touch if that is the case.

Best,

Trisha

Trisha M. Crutchfield, MHA, MSIS, CPH
Office: 919/966-5584
Mobile: 828/430-1248  Fax: 919/966-6264

UNC Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
1700 Martin Luther King Blvd.
CB# 7426  Chapel Hill, NC
27599-7426

&
Cecil G. Sheps Center for Health Services Research
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
725 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
CB#7590  Chapel Hill, NC 27599

---
From: Bryan Orme <bryan@sawtoothsoftware.com>
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 2:38 PM
To: 'Curt Pehrson'; Crutchfield, Trisha M
Subject: RE: ST Discover - Copyright/permission

Dear Trisha,

Thanks for checking with us regarding this. If citing our software or showing screenshots/reports from the software in your manuscripts, just indicate “Copyright Sawtooth Software, Inc.”.

Best,

--Bryan

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Crutchfield, Trisha M <trisha@unc.edu>
Date: Thu, Jun 30, 2016 at 10:15 AM
Subject: RE: ST Discover - Copyright/permission
To: "bryan_orme@sawtoothsoftware.com" <bryan_orme@sawtoothsoftware.com>
Hi Bryan -

My colleagues and I at the University of NC at Chapel Hill are in the process of publishing several DCE manuscripts. We used the Discover tool to collect data for the projects. We would like to know how you all handle copyright/other permissions regarding the survey, charts and tables generated in the software. I'm not sure who holds the copyright (our data with software licensed to us that you own), but we would like to use these materials as they appear in the software. We have cited Sawtooth as well as the Discover tool in our manuscript.

Please let us know your thoughts.

Best,

Trisha Crutchfield

Trisha M. Crutchfield, MHA, MSIS, CPH
Office: 919/966-5584
Mobile: 828/430-1248 Fax: 919/966-6264

UNC Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
1700 Martin Luther King Blvd.
CB# 7426 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7426
&
Cecil G. Sheps Center for Health Services Research
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
725 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
CB#7590 Chapel Hill, NC 27599